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The information nurses needâ€¦when, where, and how they need it!Nursing-focused and

easy-to-read, this handbook delivers all of the information you need to understand how tests work,

interpret their results, and provide quality patient careâ€”pre-test, intra-test, and post-test.Tests and

procedures are listed in alphabetical order by their complete name for quick reference. The

integrated index allows fast searches by abbreviation, synonym, disease/disorder, specimen type,

or test classification. Plus, a Body Systems Appendix includes a list of common laboratory and

diagnostic tests for each body system as well as nutrition-related lab tests.FREE ACCESS!Each

book contains a unique access code for a one-year online subscription to LabDxTest.com, Davis's

Comprehensive Handbook of Laboratory and Diagnostic Tests with Nursing Implications' database

online, powered by Unbound Medicine. Youâ€™ll have access to hundreds of detailed monographs

from your desktop, laptop, or any mobile device with a web browser.
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This book has been a lifesaver for me more than once. It tells you normal levels and why they would

be high or low. I absolutely love it, very helpful for me.

Great reference for medical professionals.



great book

My wife needed this textbook for her nursing program and it was required by her instructor. Having

said that, Davis makes some really nice textbooks. My wife and I have both found them easy to

read, information finding is straight-forward and the practice tests are very helpful. In the world of

overpriced textbooks, Davis seems to be right in the middle cost wise of them all, which is especially

nice for quality reference book.  also has a great trade-in program so when you're done, be sure to

look into that. Another tip, double check the ISBN and make sure you have the right edition for the

course you are taking. There is nothing worse than showing up for a class and your book not

matching your peers. Been there; done that!

It's very helpful but throughout nursing school, I only picked this up maybe 5 times. I wouldn't say

this book as a must have for nursing school but if you have some extra cash and need extra help

get it. It's good for clarification or just looking through.

I was excited to find out how excellent this book was. Full of pertinent information to stay current

and helpful to patient care.

Great book. I have found it very helpful and has a lot of good information.

Very informative.I took one star off because it is not always easy to find the lab you need in the

index and you waste time trying to look up one thing by multiple names. The index needs to be

expanded to combat this issue.
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